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Density Oscillator: Analysis of Flow Dynamics and Stability
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Two open containers filled with fluids of different density and connected by a vertical capillary tube
can approach their thermodynamical equilibrium via an oscillatory flow. The temporal evolution of flow
velocities was measured quantitatively. Data on the critical values determining the flow reversal are
extracted yielding a simple dependence of the critical level of heavy fluid as a function of the density
ratio and the length of the capillary. A novel theoretical description of the system is presented which is
based on a one-fluid model and a steady-state approximation for a two-dimensional flow. Theoretica
results are in good agreement with the experimental data. [S0031-9007(98)06728-3]
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The investigation of fluid dynamics and hydrodynami
instabilities has experienced a renaissance in mode
physics [1]. The research often fruitfully combines clas
sical concepts with novel approaches from nonlinear d
namics and enhances our understanding of phenome
that are typically studied in fields such as oceanograph
meteorology, or geophysics [2]. While this applied re
search focuses mainly on the dynamics in infinite system
certain hydrodynamic instabilities are strongly related t
the presence of spatial constraints. A fascinating examp
is the density oscillator that was discovered by Martin [3
It combines the unstable stratification of two fluids know
from Rayleigh-Taylor experiments [4] with the spatiotem
poral constraints of the ordinary Poiseuille flow. Becaus
of its experimental simplicity and high degree of repro
ducibility, it also appears to be an excellent model syste
for the study of self-induced relaxation oscillations [2,5].

The density oscillator consists of two containers sep
rating the fluids (Fig. 1). The inner and outer containe
hold the dense and light fluids, respectively. The sma
inner container has a vertical capillary tube attached to
bottom that allows the dense fluid to flow into the larg
container and vice versa. Typical fluids are aqueous Na
solutions (densityrs) and watersrwd [3,6,7]. Surpris-
ingly, one finds an oscillatory flow through the capillary
giving rise to beautiful jets of ascending water and de
scending salt water. The jets and their oscillatory chan
of flow direction can be easily followed with the naked
eye due to differences in refraction.

An important finding of Martin [3] was the distinction
between two limiting cases: While fast oscillations ar
subject to the influence of inertia, slow oscillations a
studied in this Letter can be described in terms of stead
state approximations. In both cases, two unstable si
ations can be distinguished for which the static pressur
are balanced: During the phase of heavy fluid flowin
downwards, the capillary is filled entirely with this fluid
and its levelhstd in the small container is decreasing. The
system is approaching an unstable pressure equilibrium
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hstd  h1 that is given by

rwgH  rsgh1 . (1)

For the opposite case, the tube contains only light flui
and is targeting a different pressure equilibrium which is
realized for a salt water levelh2:

rwgsH 2 Ld  rsgsh2 2 Ld . (2)

If we considerH to be constant the unstable equilibrium
levelsh1 andh2 define the tidal amplitude levels as

Dh  h2 2 h1  Ls1 2 rwyrsd . (3)

Other investigations of the density oscillator include
modifications where the capillary tube is replaced by
a hole or the originally miscible fluids are replaced

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. Th
outer container (V  25 l, filled with water) is much larger
than the inner container that hosts the salt water. Therefor
the height of the water levelH can be assumed to be constant.
The inner container is cylindrical with an inner diameter of
a  34.2 mm. A capillary tube oriented vertically (i.e., parallel
to the gravity accelerationg) connects both reservoirs. The
parametersb sb  0.74 mmd and L denote the inner diameter
and the length of the capillary, respectively.r and m denote
densities and dynamic viscosities, respectively. The indicesw
ands correspond to water and salt water.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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by immiscible liquids [7–9]. The latter modification
introduces additional forces due to surface tension th
were avoided in our investigations.

This Letter presents quantitative measurements of t
height evolutionhstd. Critical heights and flow velocities
characterizing the state of flow reversal are presente
The experimental results are compared with calculatio
that address the key problem of how to derive th
conditions for flow reversal from the unstable pressu
equilibria. The calculations follow an approach that ha
been successfully used for a particular example of he
transfer [10].

Dimensions and parameters specifying the experimen
setup are indicated in Fig. 1. The results presented
the following have been obtained by varying the lengt
L of the capillary tube in a range of 1 to 10 cm. Th
density ratio of salt watersfNaClg  1 5 Md to pure
water was varied from 1.03 to 1.18. All experiments wer
carried out at room temperature. The salt water level w
monitored by a CCD camera.

Figure 2 shows a typical example for the temporal ev
lution of the heighthstd. According to the direction of
the oscillatory flow, one observes increasing or decrea
ing values ofh. The period of oscillations (1590 6 10 s
in Fig. 2) is constant for many cycles, since salt water a
cumulates primarily at the bottom of the large containe
while the light fluid accumulates at the top of the inne
container. The dashed lines represent simple exponen
fits to the successive branches of upflow and downflo
The good agreement between experimental data and
culated fits stems from the characteristics of the Poiseui
flow within the capillary. The Hagen-Poiseuille equatio
relating the volume flux to the driving pressure differenc
yields a first-order differential equation inh and allows

FIG. 2. A typical example of temporal evolution of the leve
of salt water hstd as observed in the inner container (solid
curve). The dashed curves represent exponential fits for
successive phases of the oscillatory flow:hstd ~ fexps2tytd 1
constg. The length of the capillary tube:L  3.94 cm.
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the extraction of the corresponding relaxation timet:
1
t


sby2d4rg

8a2mL
, (4)

wherer  rs andm  ms for the example of salt water
flowing downwards.

The experimental data also reveal a slow, but contin
ous shift ofh toward higher values. This shift is strongly
related to the pressure equilibria discussed above: Wh
the unstable pressure equilibria remain essentially co
stant, the volume reduction during the downflow of sa
water has to be compensated by a larger volume of wat
The validity of Eq. (3) was verified in additional experi-
ments, whereL and rs were varied systematically. Ex-
perimental data onDh were obtained from the asymptotic
values of the exponential fits for successive upflow an
downflow phases. For the example shown in Fig. 2 th
value is found to beDhexpt  5.3 6 0.2 mm, which is in
good agreement with the expected value of 5.2 mm.

Figure 3 shows some data on the dependence of
relaxation timet on the lengthL of the capillary tube for
constant densities. Solid circles and diamonds repres
experimental data obtained for the relaxation time of sa
water and pure water, respectively. Linear fits of thes
data are indicated by dashed lines. The density ratio a
viscosity of salt watersfNaClg  4 Md were measured to
be rsyrw  1.153 andms  1.5 mPa s. Based on these
data, the straight lines in Fig. 3 represent the expect
relaxation times according to Eq. (4). Experimental an
theoretical data are in good agreement. However, a sm
negative offset is found in our experiments that coul
indicate small deviations from an ideal Poiseuille flow o
pinning of the salt water meniscus.

FIG. 3. Relaxation timest as a function of the capillary
length obtained from experiments similar to the one show
in Fig. 2. Solid circles and diamonds represent experimen
data for the change from upflow to downflow and vice versa
respectively. Dashed lines indicate the result of the line
regression of experimental data. Straight lines represent t
expected dependences based on Eq. (4).
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In order to obtain a better understanding of the sp
tiotemporal dynamics during the flow reversal, addition
experiments have been performed in which the heavy fl
was stained with red ink. This procedure allows one
easily monitor the salt water jet at the periphery of th
bottom orifice of the capillary [3]. A few seconds prior to
the flow reversal one observes that a small water bub
is penetrating the capillary at a small section close to
boundary. The bubble grows rapidly to a water colum
occupying approximately one-half of the cross section
the capillary tube. At this stage the salt water jet is st
present, but reduced in size. When the unstained wa
has climbed up to the upper end of the capillary it term
nates the salt water inflow immediately. Notice that th
flow reversal lasts only a few seconds, while under our e
perimental conditions the oscillation period is in the ran
of 10 to 40 min.

An obvious idea to apply to the problem of flow re
versal is the Rayleigh-Taylor instability of two differ-
ently denseviscousfluids. A rigorous treatment would
require calculations in three-dimensional cylindrical c
ordinates. The resulting equations with the appropria
boundary conditions present a severe problem to so
analytically. Therefore a theoretical description is derive
on the basis of a one-fluid model in a two-dimension
rectangular geometry. Since the critical levelhc is de-
termined by thelocal velocity field at the tube orifice
(see experimental observation and below), this appro
mation seems reasonable. The analysis focuses on
downflow of salt water since the analogous treatment
the upflow of water is obvious. The stationary lamina
flow is considered in a duct of lengthL and widthb. The
flow can be considered as two dimensional if one assum
that the depth of the duct is large compared to its wid
The downflow is disturbed at the lower end of the le
duct wall by water which tries to rise against the dow
flowing salt water. To describe such a disturbance
the frame of a one-fluid model, a dimensionless functi
Qsx, yd, 0 # Qsx, yd # 1 is introduced wherex andy de-
note the vertical and horizontal coordinate, respective
Q mediates the continuous transition between water a
salt water, i.e.,r  rs 1 srw 2 rsdQ andc  1 2 Q,
wherec is the concentration of salt water in the fluid.

The equations governing this system are the equat
of continuity, div$v  0  ≠xu 1 ≠yy, thex andy com-
ponent of the Navier-Stokes equation, and the diffusi
equation

u≠xu 1 y≠yu  2g 1 g
srs 2 rwdQ

rs
2

1
rs

≠xp

1 nss≠2
xu 1 ≠2

yud , (5)

u≠xy 1 y≠yy  2
1
rs

≠yp 1 nss≠2
xy 1 ≠2

yyd , (6)

u≠xc 1 y≠yc  Ds≠2
xc 1 ≠2

ycd . (7)
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The diffusion equation is needed to deal with the tw
fluids in a one-fluid model. The vertical (horizontal)
velocity component in thex s yd direction is u syd, p
is the pressure,g is the gravity acceleration,ns is the
kinematic viscosity of salt water, andD is its diffusion
coefficient. The second term on the right-hand side i
Eq. (5) describes the disturbance of the downflow. Th
Boussinesq approximation was used in the equations
motion by treatingr  rs as a constant in all terms
except for the one in the disturbing force. ForQ  y 
≠xu  0 the Poiseuille flow profile in a duct withQ 
2fb3ys12msdg≠xP is recovered. The pressure difference
≠xP in the flow rateQ is determined by gravity only since
both vessels are open to atmospheric pressure.

The governing equations can be written in a nond
mensional form by introducingx  xyL, y  yyb, u 
ubyQ, y  yLyQ, andp  pb3yrsLnsQ. In the new
variables, the equation of continuity becomes≠xu 1

≠yy  0 and Eqs. (5)–(7) read

Re´su≠xu 1 y≠yud  aQ 2 b 2 ≠xp

1 ´2≠
2
xu 1 ≠

2
yu , (8)

Re´3su≠xy 1 y≠yyd  2≠yp 1 ´4≠
2
xy 1 ´2≠

2
yy ,

(9)

´su≠xQ 1 y≠yQd 
D
Q

´2≠
2
xQ 1 ≠

2
yQ . (10)

The Reynolds number Re Qyns, ´  byL,
b  gb3ysnsQd, and the control parameter

a 
gb3

nsQ

√
1 2

rw

rs

!
(11)

were introduced. The control parametera contains the
two counteracting quantities flow rateQ and density dif-
ferences1 2 rwyrsd. Since the flow is two dimensional,
we define a stream functionCsx, yd, u  ≠yCsx, yd and
y  2≠xCsx, yd, by which the equation of continuity is
automatically fulfilled. The boundary conditions in terms
of C are ≠yC  2≠y xC  0 (no slip) and2≠xC  0
(no penetration of the vertical walls) aty  0, 1. The
constant flow rate is ensured byC  1 at y  1 and
C  0 at y  0. According to the observed evolution
of the water bubble,Qsx, yd has to be equal to 1 at
x  y  0 and equal to zero aty  1.

Since the lengthL of the duct is very large compared to
its width b, the remaining unknown functionsC, Q, and
p are expanded in terms of the small parameter[10]. In
lowest order, the solutionQ0sx, yd  q0sxd s1 2 yd and
C0sx, yd  3y 2 2 2y 3 1 say24dq0sxd s1 2 yd2y 2 satis-
fies all boundary conditions. The unspecified functio
q0sxd with q0s0d  1 is free for modeling the decreas-
ing concentration of water in the down-flowing fluid in
thex direction. The instability occurs if the derivative of
the velocity in thex direction changes its sign at the lower
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FIG. 4. Characterization of the change from downflow t
upflow. The height differencehc 2 h1 corresponds to the
height of the salt water level above the unstable equilibriumh1
at which the flow direction changes. Solid circles: experiment
data obtained for different values ofL and rs. Dashed line:
linear regression of experimental data. Straight line: expect
dependence as given in Eq. (12).

end of the left tube wall. This local counterflow expand
rapidly because the flow rate decreases due to the falli
level of salt water in the small container. Thus,≠

2
yC  0

at x  y  0 gives the critical parameterac  272 and
defines therefore the threshold for the stability of th
downflow. Inserting the Poiseuille flow profile, the criti-
cal pressure difference≠xP  gshcrs 2 HrwdyL, and
ac in (11) leads to

hc 2 h1 
1
6

√
1 2

rw

rs

!
L . (12)

Equation (12) expresses the difference between the u
stable equilibrium levelh1 (1) and the critical levelhc,
where the downflow actually reverses. Concerning th
geometry, this difference depends only on the lengthL but
is independent of the cross section of the tube. Therefo
there is an excellent agreement between the theoreti
and experimental values in the height difference vers
tidal amplitude plot (Fig. 4). Comparing the slopes, th
theoretical value of1y6 is very near to the fit value of
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0.16 6 0.02 from the experimental data. The shift of the
observed data towards higher values ofhc 2 h1 could be
caused by uncontrolled perturbations of the system (e.
small mechanical vibrations) which induce premature flow
reversals.

A similar two-dimensional calculation in cylindrical
coordinates would correspond to an axial-symmetrical di
turbance at the orifice of the tube. Because such a type
disturbance has never been observed in the experimen
one has to extend to three-dimensional calculation
Therefore our proposed analytical analysis is limited to
two-dimensional rectangular geometry.

For the presented hydrodynamic oscillator the distanc
between unstable pressure equilibria, the exponential flo
dynamics, and the critical heights have been measur
quantitatively. Furthermore, a thorough theoretica
understanding has been achieved. On this basis oth
oscillator characteristics such as frequencies can be eas
determined. Because of its simple experimental setu
and theoretical accessibility, we consider this syste
as an impressive example of oscillatory behavior i
hydrodynamics.
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